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Students may read or hear the following sorts of statements in their classrooms:
Plants make their food by photosynthesis. Leaves are green because they
contain green pigment (chlorophyll). Without chlorophyll photosynthesis
cannot occur.
If we assume these statements are true, then what do we think if we see a white
leaf?
We may assume that a white leaf does not contain chlorophyll, and that therefore it
cannot make food.
So then ... How does a white leaf survive?
Students may raise this question when they see a plant such as this variegated
variety of bhendi (Talipariti tiliaceum), an ornamental shrub which has some green
leaves, some leaves with asymmetric green and white areas, and some leaves
which are completely white.

A variegated bhendi (Talipariti tiliaceum) shrub - about 2.5 metres high.
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An activity which is sometimes done in school in order “to prove that chlorophyll is
required for photosynthesis” is to take a variegated leaf, remove its green pigment
by dissolving it in alcohol, and then show that only the areas which were formerly
green test positive for starch. However, this is a rather tedious procedure, and it
actually does not prove that chlorophyll is required for photosynthesis, or even that
photosynthesis is occurring. It merely indicates that only the green areas contain
starch. It may even lead students to ask a question like, “Then why does a potato which is not green - also contain starch?” Is the potato also doing photosynthesis?
We can question whether starch is an indicator of photosynthesis.

Compare the leaves.
Do white leaves have stunted growth?
We found some very simple ways to use variegated leaves to investigate the
relationship between the presence of green pigment and food production, assuming
that more food will result in more growth. This can be done by asking whether
white leaves, or white parts of leaves (as shown, for example, in Figure 2), have
stunted growth.
Upon observing a variegated bhendi bush, students and educators asked various
questions, and came up with ways to find the answers, as shown below.
One hypothesis that arose was that the white leaves will be stunted because they
contain less chlorophyll, which is needed in order for photosynthesis to occur. But
another hypothesis was that the white leaves, or the white parts of leaves, will not
be stunted because the leaves can be observed to contain a dense network of veins
which could carry food from one part of a leaf to another, or from green leaves to
white leaves.
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(1) Are the white leaves smaller than
the green leaves?
This question can be answered by selecting
representative samples of white and green
leaves and measuring their sizes. Students
can devise various ways of measuring sizes:
using a scale, comparing sizes without using
a scale, or using graph paper to measure
surface area. This activity is suitable for
students of ages 9-14, and is a good way to
integrate science and mathematics. It
provides a motivation for students to devise
ways to measure the surface area of oddshaped objects.
(2) Are there fewer white than green leaves on the plant?
If the plants being studied are small, it may be possible to count all of their leaves.
This could be appropriate for middle school students. Otherwise, students will have
to devise some sort of sampling method. In that case, it may be a good exercise for
16-18 year old students, which would require learning and using some methods of
statistics. The presence of very few immature but many mature white leaves might
indicate that white leaves do not survive as well as green leaves.
(3) If a leaf has more white on one side than on the other, is that side
smaller?
This question can be answered without even plucking leaves, by gently folding each
leaf in half along the midrib, and observing which side is larger (Figure 3). This is
an easy activity, even for students as young as 9 years old. In our experience with
variegated bhendi bushes, trying dozens of leaves, we could not find a single leaf in
which the half which clearly contained more white was as large as the half which
contained more green! The conclusion was that the white parts of leaves do have
stunted growth.

Folding a leaf to find out whether the mostly green side is larger than
the mostly white side.
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(4) Do white leaves weigh less than green leaves of the same size?
In order to answer the fourth question, we searched for green and white leaves of
the same size (which was slightly difficult), and we weighed them on an electronic
balance. To our surprise, we found that some green leaves weighed considerably
less than a white leaf of the same size. However, after the same leaves were dried,
the white ones usually weighed less than the green ones. This indicated that
perhaps the white leaves are producing - or at least storing - less food. Or perhaps
the green parts produce more cells or more bulk.
(5) Are white leaves thinner than green leaves?
This question was investigated by three girls who participated in a workshop (see
photo below). They devised their own method to find the answer, estimating the
thickness of leaves by feeling them. Students placed a green leaf in one hand of a
student’s whose eyes were closed, and a white leaf in the other hand.

The group of girls testing white and green leaves to find out which are thicker.
They designed a testing procedure and recorded their results in a Table. Each girl
tested 15 different pairs of mostly green and mostly white leaves (the same pair of
leaves was not tested by more than one person). In 11 cases they reported that
the whiter leaf was thinner than the greener one, as they had expected based on
their initial observations. In two cases (with two different girls) green and white
leaves appeared to be the same thickness. In another two cases a green leaf
appeared to be thinner than a white leaf. In one of these cases, they noticed that
the green leaf was a lighter (brighter and yellower) shade of green, compared to a
thick dark green leaf nearby. It was also much more flimsy. Although it was quite a
large leaf, it was probably immature.
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Thus, they concluded that generally the white leaves are thinner than the green
leaves, perhaps because they are not able to make enough food, and they do not
get enough food from other leaves.
(6)

Do white leaves wilt faster than green leaves?

This question was raised by a group of four boys in the same workshop. They raised
this question when they noticed that some white leaves on a branch that had been
kept overnight in a glass of water had become limp and shrivelled, while the more
green leaves on the same branch remained ‘healthy’ (turgid, actually). They
therefore hypothesized that white leaves are not as healthy as green leaves because they cannot make their own food and they rely on food provided by green
leaves. They tested this hypothesis by comparing branches which had only green
leaves, only white leaves, and mixed green and white leaves. They placed one of
each type of branch in water overnight. They also buried one of each type in soil
overnight (after watering the soil).

The group of boys placing branches in soil.
The next day, they were overjoyed to find that the branch of white leaves which
they had stuck in soil had in fact become much limper than the branch of green
leaves, while the branch of white and green leaves were somewhere in between.
But then they found that the reverse had occurred to the branches they had put in
water (see below), and they were puzzled.
However, they remembered that two of the bottles had been filled with cold water
and the other with room temperature water - maybe this had made a difference.
This result provided an opportunity to discuss variables and the importance of
trying to keep all variables controlled except for the one that is being tested. This
was the first science experiment these 13 year old students had ever conducted
themselves, and we were pleased to find they had brought up the problem of the
additional variable (cold or warm water) without any prompting.
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Branches of white, green, or mixed white and green leaves were stuck
in soil or water overnight. The photographs show before and after.

Notes
There is no need to tell students what to do step by
step - even students who have never done science
experiments in class, can devise their own methods to
investigate these questions.
A very simple illustration of stunted growth in white
parts of the variegated leaves of bhendi can be seen
by noticing the bulges that occur in the green parts of
a leaf.
We have noticed similar bulges in other species of
variegated leaves.
Besides bhendi, there are a number of other species
of ornamental plants that can be used for similar
investigations:
Variegated gingko (Gingko biloba var.)
Variegated maples (Acer davidii Hansu suru, Acer platanoides variegatum)
Aralia elata 'Aureovariegata'
Clown fig (Ficus aspera)
some varieties of caladium
some varieties of dracaena
some species of Hosta
We find slightly different results when we investigate different variegated species.
This makes the conclusions all the more interesting. Perhaps not all variegated
leaves show obviously stunted growth in white areas.
Also note that the “white” parts of the leaves are actually not completely white.
They are slightly green, and when we examined them under a microscope, we did
find green chloroplasts, although many fewer than in the green parts.
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More questions:
Could we explore correlations between other factors (e.g. light or CO 2) and the
growth of green vs white parts of variegated leaves? This might allow us to find out
what conditions are needed for photosynthesis. For example, we could cover just
the green part, or just the white part, of a leaf to find out how light effects the leaf
growth.

Review
Students investigate the relationship between leaf growth and the presence of
green pigment (chlorophyll) in leaves through the simple activities discussed in this
paper. This is done using the plant (Talipariti tiliaceum) which has variegated
leaves. Some of its leaves have unsymmetrical areas of both green and white,
some leaves are entirely green and some are entirely white - all on the same plant.
By observing the leaves, asking questions, and doing experiments to find answers,
students investigate the correlation between the presence of chlorophyll and the
rate of growth, production of food, and/or the heartiness of the leaf.
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